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ABSTRACT Insulin and leptin are critical metabolic hormones that play essential but distinct roles in regulating the physiologic switch

between the fed and starved states. The discoveries of insulin and leptin, in 1922 and 1994, respectively, arose out of radically

different scientific environments. Despite the dearth of scientific tools available in 1922, insulin’s discovery rapidly launched a life-

saving therapy for what we now know to be type I diabetes, and continually enhanced insulin therapeutics are now effectively

applied to both major forms of this increasingly prevalent disease. In contrast, although the discovery of leptin provided deep

insights into the regulation of central nervous system energy balance circuits, as well as an effective therapy for an extremely rare

form of obesity, its therapeutic impact beyond that has been surprisingly limited. Despite an enormous accumulated body of

information, many important questions remain unanswered about the mechanisms of action and role in disease of both

hormones. Additionally, although many decades apart, both discoveries reveal the complexities inherent to scientific

collaboration and the assignment of credit, even when the efforts are spectacularly successful. (Endocrine Reviews 40:

1 – 16, 2019)

T he history of endocrinology often begins
with accounts of the discovery of hormones.

These discoveries enable subsequent research
into the physiology, mechanisms of action, and
roles of hormones in pathogenesis and thera-
peutics of disease. Insulin and leptin are two
critical hormonal regulators of metabolism. Dis-
covered  years apart, in  and , exam-
ination of the similarities and differences between
these venerable hormones provides important
insights into the history of these molecules
as well as the broader evolution of metabolic
science.

Insulin and leptin play very different roles in
human physiology, and, accordingly, children
lacking these hormones have starkly disparate
phenotypes (Fig. ) (, ). In , an emaciated
child with diabetes whose appearance suggested
starvation was transformed to normal appearance
by daily injections of insulin [Fig. (a)] (). In
, a massively obese child had his malady re-
versed by a course of daily leptin injections [Fig.

(b)] (). Although starvation and obesity could
not, on the surface, be more different, starvation is
actually a key physiologic feature of both insulin
and leptin deficiencies. Type I diabetes has been
described as “starvation in the midst of plenty.”
Why? Despite hyperphagia and high levels
of circulating fuels, insulin deficiency prevents
effective use of fuels by many tissues, hence
“starving” them of nutrition. However, despite
their massive obesity, the physiology of leptin-
deficient children also entails starvation in the
midst of plenty. In this case, primary leptin deficiency
causes brain centers that control hunger and energy
balance to “believe” the body is starving, and these
centers drive unrestrained hyperphagia and weight gain
despite increased adipose stores.

Despite insulin and leptin playing key roles in ad-
aptation to starvation, these hormones are quite distinct
in other respects. The premise of this article is that much
can be learned by comparing and contrasting insulin and
leptin—the scientific contexts within which their dis-
coveries arose, their paths to discovery at the University
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of Toronto and Rockefeller University, their de-
velopment as therapeutics, and selected aspects

of their physiology, mechanisms of action, and
pathophysiology.

Scientific Context and Discoveries of Insulin
and Leptin

Diabetes and the discovery of insulin
The discovery of insulin is among the most fasci-
nating stories in the history of science, best
recounted in the book The Discovery of Insulin, by
Canadian historian Michael Bliss (). Diabetes had
been known as a disease since ancient times, when
sweet taste of the urine was identified as a cardinal
feature. Although its cause was unknown, in the th
century several lines of evidence suggested a con-
nection of diabetes to dysfunction of the pan-
creas. Most importantly, in , von Meering
and Minkowski reported that removal of the dog
pancreas caused blood sugar levels to rise, followed
by coma and death, resembling diabetes in humans.
A number of scientists around the world then
sought to identify a pancreatic extract capable of
lowering glucose levels after administration to ex-
perimental animals. Despite some promising results,
none was definitive, and the hypothesis remained
unproven.

In , when Fred Banting initiated his quest to
find a pancreatic “internal secretion” in Toronto,
medical physiology was very early on the path to
becoming a modern scientific discipline, and it was
unrecognizable from its state today. There were few
physicians and scientists in universities, hospitals,
and institutes trained to conduct experiments ca-
pable of interrogating physiology and disease.
Available tools were rudimentary, as was under-
standing of biology at the level of molecules, cells,
and systems. Physiology was relatively advanced
among the scientific disciplines, so in spite of
limited tools and understanding, discoveries of
lasting significance were made during this era,

including the discovery of the first hormone, se-
cretin, in  ().

Enter Frederick Banting, a scientifically untrained
surgeon, recently returned from decorated surgical
service in World War I, and seeking, with limited
success, to establish a surgical practice. After reading
an article on the pancreas and diabetes in a surgical
journal, he became preoccupied by the idea that he
was capable of extracting the hypothesized factor
from dog pancreas. Banting’s motivating idea was
that tying off the pancreatic duct of dogs to
damage the exocrine pancreas would facilitate
production of an effective extract. This idea had
been proposed earlier by others, but Banting was
unaware of this (). Ironically, although the idea
was logical and motivated Banting’s work, duct
ligation was in the end not necessary for success of
the project.

By force of will, Banting convinced an appropri-
ately skeptical Professor of Physiology at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, J. J. Macleod, to assist him. Macleod
was an expert on metabolism who was familiar with
prior reported efforts to discover an antidiabetic
pancreatic factor. Although highly skeptical of Bant-
ing’s untutored approach and doubtful of his capacity
to succeed, he nonetheless provided Banting access
to a laboratory, a medical student assistant (Charles
Best), some dogs with which to initiate the experi-
mental work, and suggestions (downplayed by Bant-
ing) on analytical and extraction techniques. Banting’s
approach to preparing tissue extracts was of course
primitive by modern standards. Given the abundance
of proteolytic enzymes in pancreas, it is remarkable
that he and Best obtained positive results, if only
erratically, in their diabetic dogs. It was even more
remarkable that in January of , an extract they
prepared successfully lowered blood glucose in a di-
abetic child. At a key moment during this period, when

ESSENTIAL POINTS

· Insulin and leptin, discovered 73 years apart, are critical metabolic hormones that play distinct, nonredundant roles in
regulating the physiologic switch between the fed and starved states

· The paths to discovery of insulin and leptin were radically different, reflecting the state of biologic science in 1921 vs 1994,
but collaboration was required in both cases, and in both cases, effective collaboration was followed by conflict within the
teams

· Insulin therapy for diabetes has been continuously enhanced and grown in application since its discovery, whereas leptin
therapy is limited today to a very small group of patients lacking leptin and a somewhat larger group with lipodystrophy

· Both insulin and leptin continue to be intensively studied, and although large amounts of new knowledge continue to
accrue, key unanswered questions about the mechanisms of action and role in disease of these hormones remain
unanswered
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the extraction procedure had become irreproducible,
Macleod suggested that James Collip, an accomplished
biochemist, be added to the team to improve the
extraction procedure. Collip’s efforts enabled a re-
producible and clinically effective extract that was used
by the team in patients with diabetes ().

What counted as the initial report and publication of
the discovery has been a matter of much discussion.
Banting and Best coauthored a paper titled “The internal
secretion of the pancreas,” presented locally and then
published in the Journal of Laboratory andClinicalMedicine
in  (). Bliss considered the definitive presentation of
the work, the one that convinced the scientific community
that the Toronto group had indeed discovered a pancreatic
factor capable of treating diabetes, to have been a pre-
sentation by Macleod on May , at the Washington,
DC meeting of the Association of American Physicians.
Many luminaries in the field were in attendance, some of
whom had previously tried similar experiments, and
Macleod received a standing ovation when he concluded
(). The authors listed on the abstract were Banting, Best,
and Macleod, although, unfortunately, Banting and Best
did not attend. A paper based on the lecture was published
thereafter in the American Journal of Physiology ().

It is well documented that Banting and Macleod
disliked each other. Macleod had little regard for Banting’s
experimental skill and physiologic understanding. Banting
thought that Macleod’s contributions were limited to
providing resources. He feared Macleod would use his
superior position and reputation to claim excessive credit
for the work, and took hisWashington, DC presentation as
evidence for this. Bliss concluded that Banting’s negative
view of Macleod’s personality and motivation was in-
consistent with dominant contemporaneous views,

and he judgedMacleod’s contribution to the discovery
to have been important ().

News of the therapeutic success of the extract in
diabetic children, and “the discovery of insulin,” a term
chosen from the Latin root insula, for island (of Lang-
erhans), spread rapidly around the world, to both the
medical community and the general public. The dis-
covery quickly came to the attention of the Nobel Prize
Committee. They carefully examined the work, and in
 the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was
awarded to Banting and Macleod. As recounted by Bliss
(), Banting became furious upon hearing this, initially
declaring he would not accept a Nobel Prize to be shared
with Macleod. He was convinced to accept it by a Ca-
nadian government official who suggested that as the first
Canadian-born citizen to be awarded a Nobel Prize, he
had a duty to Canada to accept it. Banting responded by
announcing he would share his half of the award with
Best, after which Macleod quickly announced he would
share his half with Collip (). Thus, although recognition
for the discovery was complicated by anger and re-
sentment among the participants, public credit for the
discovery extended beyond the two scientists selected for
recognition by the Nobel Assembly. As described below,
credit has evolved with the passage of time.

Commercial and financial interests can influence
such credit disputes, but money appears to have played
little or no role in the dispute over credit for the dis-
covery of insulin. The patent for insulin was awarded to
Banting, Best, and Collip, who quickly sold it to the
University of Toronto for  dollar (). By standards of
the day, the University received substantial royalties on
sales of insulin and used these funds to support both
diabetes research and more general university needs ().

Figure 1. (a) Before and after pictures of a child treated with insulin in 1922. From Bliss (1). (b) Before and after pictures of recombinant
leptin treatment in a patient with congenital leptin deficiency. Before, 3 years old weighing 42 kg. After, 7 years old weighing 32 kg.
[Reproduced with permission from Farooqi IS, O’Rahilly S. Twenty years of leptin: human disorders of leptin action. J Endocrinol 2014; 223(1):
T63–T70. (2)] [© 2019 Illustration Presentation ENDOCRINE SOCIETY]
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No policies existed at the time to guide the sharing of
institutional royalties with inventors.

Banting was greatly honored in Canada for his
contributions, and he was provided a stipend and
funds to pursue research at the University of Toronto
(). The results of his subsequent research were very
limited, and he died after a plane crash in  at the
age of  (). Macleod continued metabolic research in
Toronto for several years, but returned to his native
Scotland in , where he served as chair of physi-
ology and eventually dean at Aberdeen Medical
School. He made a number of subsequent physiologic
discoveries, but did no further work on insulin, and
died in  at the age of . In , Best succeeded
Macleod as Professor of Physiology at the University
of Toronto, becoming a major figure in the Canadian
scientific community, although his subsequent re-
search had limited impact. Collip returned to his home
in Edmonton to pursue endocrine research. He chaired
Biochemistry at McGill from  to , and then
became dean of Medicine at the University of Western
Ontario. He was a pioneer of endocrine biochemistry,
doing important research on parathyroid hormone ().
Collip died in  at the age of .

After the discovery of insulin, these four scientists
had limited interactions, although Banting and Collip
eventually became friends. Each judged himself to have
been properly considered a discoverer of insulin.
Banting’s anger at Macleod never abated. Although
Macleod rarely spoke about his dealings with Banting,
the dysfunctional nature of these interactions led him to
view his Toronto experience in a negative light, despite
having enabled his Nobel Prize and attendant fame.

How is scientific credit for the discovery of insulin
seen today? Despite the Nobel Prize being awarded to
Banting and Macleod, Banting and Best are the
dominant names associated today with the discovery
of insulin, universally cited in the scientific literature
in this regard. Banting unquestionably initiated the
Toronto effort and pursued it with dogged com-
mitment. Without him, insulin would not have been
discovered in Toronto (). The Banting Award is the
highest award for science bestowed by the American
Diabetes Association, and the research institute at the
University of Toronto where the work was carried
out is named the Banting and Best Institute. When
over the years I have informally queried people in
medicine and endocrinology about “who discovered
insulin,” by far the most common answer is “Banting
and Best.” Remarkably, despite having won the Nobel
Prize with Banting for this discovery, few today recall
MacLeod’s name or associate it with the discovery.
Bliss concluded that Macleod’s contributions, al-
though aggressively dismissed by Banting, were
significantly undervalued, and the “discovery” would
not have been made in Toronto without them.
I suspect he would have been treated differently
by history had he remained in Toronto. Best is

accorded credit for his role in the discovery, as the
intrepid colleague working diligently beside Banting
in the laboratory, helping to solve problems as they
arose (). Collip contributed essential improvements
to the extraction technique that allowed reproducible
results without which the project may well have
ended unsuccessfully. He was clearly the most ac-
complished scientist based on his work after the
discovery of insulin.

Bliss makes a convincing case that the “discovery”
of insulin in Toronto in  required contributions
from each of the four individuals above (). Of course,
their work built on the contributions of many others
over prior decades, and it benefitted as well from an
environment at the University of Toronto that was
conducive to the work. Bliss concluded that although
their individual contributions were distinct, Banting,
Best, McLeod, and Collip should all be considered
discoverers of insulin (). He quoted the view of
Lewellys Barker () that as regards credit for the
discovery of insulin, there was “glory enough for all.”

It is remarkable that total ignorance of the chemical
identity of the new factor, which they named insulin,
failed to thwart its rapid therapeutic development. Eli
Lilly & Company produced insulin from extracts of pig
and cow pancreata at an industrial scale, commer-
cializing it within a year of its discovery, followed
closely by the Nordisk Insulinlaboratorium in Den-
mark (). This speed reflected the pressing needs of
dying children, the remarkable skill of the Lilly and
Nordisk teams, and a regulatory environment more
permissive than that of today. Dramatic “before and
after” pictures and widely disseminated human in-
terest stories promoted the idea that this discovery
should be exploited rapidly in the service of human
health.

It is also worth considering what the discovery of
insulin did not reveal about this molecule. Although
“discovered” in , insulin’s identity as a two-chain
polypeptide hormone of defined amino acid se-
quence was not established until  years later
(Table ) (). This required the pioneering research
of Fred Sanger, who invented new methods to ac-
complish the task. He chose insulin because, as the
first therapeutic protein, he could purchase it. Sanger
received the first of his two Nobel Prizes for this work
in  (). Insulin levels in blood were not mea-
surable until ,  years after its discovery
(Table ). Yalow and Berson () described the ra-
dioimmunoassay method, first applied to insulin and
then more broadly. For this, Yalow received the
Nobel Prize in , Berson having died in .
Their discovery arose from the prior demonstration
that insulin-treated diabetic patients had anti-insulin
antibodies, and their insight that such antibodies
might be employed to detect and quantitate the
hormone. The cellular mechanism of insulin action
also took many years to be clarified, with years of
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uncertainty as to whether the hormone’s initial
molecular target was on the cell surface or inside
cells, where it was known to modify the activity
of several enzymes. High-affinity insulin receptor
binding activity was demonstrated on the cell surface
in  (), and in  blockade of receptor binding
by autoantibodies to the insulin receptor was shown to
cause extreme insulin resistance in rare human patients,
further establishing the essential role of these receptors
(). Using these same autoantibodies, the tyrosine kinase
activity of the receptor was identified several years before
the protein was purified or the gene was cloned (, ),
an order of discovery very different from the typical
contemporary paradigm.

Today, research on insulin action and physiology
continues, with , papers in the PubMed data-
base since , and , in . Although many
questions about insulin have been answered, many
important questions remain to be solved.

Obesity and the discovery of leptin
Obesity has been known as a medical condition since
antiquity (). During long periods when humans
struggled with food scarcity, obesity was uncommon,
and when it did exist it was associated with wealth, and
with fertility in women. In more recent times, and
especially recent decades, the prevalence of obesity has
increased dramatically, and its adverse effects on
human health are now widely recognized (, ).
Research to clarify the etiology and physiology of
obesity lagged behind many other disorders, including
diabetes, in part because physiological and bio-
chemical tools to study the causes of obesity were
limited, especially in humans. Apart from typically
ineffective dietary advice, safe and effective treatments
were largely nonexistent, and for a major part of the
th century, the study of obesity contributed rela-
tively little to leading-edge biomedical research. This
began to change as family and twin studies revealed

Table 1. Comparative History and Biology of Insulin and Leptin

Insulin Leptin

Discovery 1922 University of Toronto 1994 New York/Rockefeller University

Bantinga/Best/Macleoda/Collip Friedman/Leibel/Coleman

Path to discovery Search for an unknown but hypothesized pancreatic hormone
regulating glucose

Search for mutant gene causing severe obesity in mice

Time from discovery to molecular
identification

27 y: 1949 (Sangera) Instantaneous

Time from discovery to first
clinical use

1 y 5 y

Time from discovery to first assay
measurement in blood

38 y (Berson and Yalowa) ,1 y

Physiologic roles Metabolic regulation: fed/fasted transition Fed/fasted transition: hunger; neuroendocrine

Glucose, lipid, and protein homeostasis Possible resistance to obesity from overfeeding

Key target organs Liver, muscle, fat (plus many others of less clear importance) Hypothalamic neurons, immune cells

Clinical indications for therapy Diabetes (type 1 and type 2) Genetic leptin deficiency

Lipodystrophies

Pathophysiologic links to disease Type 1: autoimmune—b cell destruction Rare patients with obesity due to mutant leptin gene,
or mutant leptin receptor gene

Type 2: resistance to insulin action plus insufficient insulin
secretion

Rare lipodystrophies (lack of fat tissue) → low leptin
levels

Rare mutations of insulin or its receptor, or blocking antibodies
to insulin receptor

Common obesity with resistance to leptin action

Possible subset of obesity with relative leptin deficiency

Patients under treatment Tens of millions with diabetes Tens to thousands with genetic obesity or lipodystrophy

Developmental milestones as
therapeutic Agent

Animal organ extract → adjuvants (protamine) → recombinant
human → novel analogs with unique pharmacokinetics

Initial recombinant human analog

aAwarded the Nobel Prize.
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that—alongside availability of food and aspects of
the environment, including the demand for physical
labor—inheritance played an important role in this
disorder (). The role of genes was also supported by
the identification of rodent strains with autosomal
recessive syndromes of extreme obesity (, ). These
mice, most notably ob and db, were extensively
characterized as models for obesity of genetic etiology,
but research on these models was slow to produce
insights into physiologic regulation of appetite and
weight, or a deeper understanding of human obesity.

This changed dramatically with the cloning of the
ob gene in , a discovery that arose in a radically
different scientific context from that prevailing seven
decades earlier when insulin was discovered ().
Among these changes, the size of the bioscience re-
search community had dramatically increased by the
s, and the scientific workforce had become more
professionalized. The tools for investigating bio-
molecules had dramatically advanced, along with
enormously increased understanding of cellular phys-
iology and regulation, including mechanisms of hor-
mone action. DNA was established as the key molecule
of inheritance, its structure and the genetic code were
elucidated, and cellular mechanisms for synthesizing
and regulating proteins were defined (). As bio-
chemical insights emerged into how these processes
orchestrate cellular function and disease, molecular
biology was developing as an ascendant discipline. The
capacity to identify and express the products of specific
genes enabled their function to be studied in previously
unimaginable ways.

The stage for the cloning of the ob gene was set
by Douglas Coleman. His seminal work at Jackson
Laboratory established that ob/ob and db/db mice,
identified earlier at Jackson (), were autosomal re-
cessive disorders characterized by hyperphagia and
massive obesity (). Coleman’s breakthrough in-
volved the use of parabiosis experiments, in which two
animals are surgically linked, permitting exchange of
circulating molecules. Parabiosis provided compelling
physiological evidence that obesity in ob/ob mice
might be due to lack of a circulating satiety factor,
whereas obesity in db/db mice might result from an
inability to respond to this factor (). Not surpris-
ingly, given the low concentration of hormones in the
blood, efforts to identify such a factor using bio-
chemical approaches were unsuccessful. Given the
complexity and potential pitfalls of the parabiosis
model, many in the field remained unconvinced by the
Coleman hypothesis. Jackson Laboratory made the
mice available to interested investigators, most using
them to characterize their physiology. More than 
papers were published on these mice prior to the gene
being cloned.

By , when research to identify the ob gene was
initiated at Rockefeller University, genetic insights and
techniques had just begun to successfully identify

disease genes. Initial studies employed candidate gene
approaches, in which plausible genes based on known
pathways were sequenced. Unbiased genetic ap-
proaches, seeking to identify genes purely through
genetic linkage, were beginning to be explored in both
mice and humans using a variety of mapping tech-
niques (, ). Notable successes were identification
of the genes for Duchennes muscular dystrophy ()
and cystic fibrosis (). These efforts required teams of
scientists, some trained in emerging genetic meth-
odologies, and such people were then limited in
number. Scientists who chose to pursue discovery of
disease genes using unbiased approaches could not
then be certain about their eventual success. Initiation
of such projects required passion for the subject,
technical skill, resources, long-term commitment,
and a degree of good fortune.

Rudy Leibel and Jeff Friedman were faculty at
Rockefeller. Although differing by  years in age
(Leibel was older) and coming to the problem via
different paths, they decided in  to work together
on this challenge. Friedman was a talented MD who
had recently completed PhD research in the laboratory
of James Darnell at Rockefeller, where he worked on
hepatic cancer, developing skills in recombinant DNA
technology (, ). In , he was chosen by
Rockefeller leadership to transition to an independent
faculty position, an uncommon opportunity at the
time, and he selected the genetics of murine obesity
as a disease-related topic on which to build his in-
dependent research career (). Leibel was a pediatric
endocrinologist whose interest in obesity arose through
clinical interactions with obese children. In ,  years
before this collaboration began, he left a faculty position
at Harvard Medical School for Rockefeller University to
join Jules Hirsch, a prominent obesity researcher ().
Leibel’s research at Rockefeller focused on human
adipocyte biochemistry (–), and he eventually
became an associate professor and co-laboratory head
with Hirsch.

Whether Friedman or Leibel first had the idea to
clone the ob gene, and who first proposed to pursue it
collaboratively is uncertain, and may not be important,
as the idea itself was not unique. Nevertheless, these
two scientists initiated a multiyear collaboration aimed
at accomplishing this goal. With complementary skills
in molecular genetics and physiologic biochemistry,
they appeared well positioned for success (). The
work would combine extensive mouse crosses and
metabolic phenotyping with the use of chromosome
markers to identify genetic linkages to the ob locus,
eventually closing in on the gene itself. With tech-
nology and approaches then available, this would be an
arduous task requiring years to accomplish. Further
highlighting the risks that were taken, it is likely that
little attention or credit would be accorded the interim
steps along the way to the ultimate goal of gene
identification, and there was absolutely no assurance of
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that ultimate success during the effective career of a
scientist at the time.

Obtaining funding for such a long-term and un-
certain project might have been daunting, but in the
Rockefeller environment both Friedman and Leibel
were successful, receiving funding from various
sources to support the work. Friedman was supported
for the ob gene cloning by the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI). Given his junior status
when first funded and the years taken for the project
goals to succeed, the sustained commitment to
Friedman by HHMI was critical to his success and that
of the project. Friedman and Leibel were also jointly
funded to clone ob by a National Institutes of Health
RO grant, titled “The genomic basis of heritable
obesity,” with Friedman as principal investigator and
Leibel as co–principal investigator. Friedman and
Leibel both sought and obtained additional funding
for their work on this topic and related areas. Early on,
Leibel obtained a fellowship grant enabling medical
student Nathan Bahary to join him and Friedman on
the ob gene identification project. Bahary pursued his
MD/PhD with Leibel and Friedman as co-mentors,
published four first-authored papers with them
(–), and received his PhD for this work from
Rockefeller in . High-profile public presentations
by both Leibel and Friedman during several years
brought progress on their effort to clone ob to the
attention of the metabolic research community.

The definitive ob cloning paper was published in
Nature in December of , to major and well-
deserved international acclaim (). The subsequent
paper naming the gene product leptin (from the Greek
root leptos, for thin), and demonstrating that
recombinant leptin injections reversed the obesity
syndrome in ob/ob mice, was published in Science in
 (). Friedman was the senior and corresponding
author on both papers. Although many in the field
were surprised by Leibel’s absence as an author on the
 gene identification paper (Leibel and Bahary were
thanked in the acknowledgments for assistance in the
early stages of the work) (), Leibel never publicly
challenged this outcome, subsequent to which his
identification with the ob cloning project waned.

In , science journalist Ellen Ruppel Shell
published the book titled The Hungry Gene after
substantial research, including interviews with many of
the principals. In chapter , she addressed the efforts at
Rockefeller University to clone ob, and the evolving
interactions of Leibel, Friedman, Bahary, and others.
She described important changes to the collaboration
that took place in / (). This book is the
most detailed and critical published account of what
took place at that time, although aspects were dis-
cussed in two other books (, ).

In Shell’s account, several years into the collabo-
ration and well before the final cloning of ob, major
problems arose between Friedman and Leibel. Among

these, Friedman became increasingly concerned that
Leibel might claim and/or be accorded dispropor-
tionate credit for the final gene identification, despite
what Friedman saw as his own dominant role, espe-
cially in the final phase of the work (). Although
important details of this conflict and its origins are
unknown to the public apart from Shell’s account,
such disputes over credit are hardly unprecedented,
and they may be more common when one of two
collaborating scientists is better known in the field, as
was Leibel in this case. The tendency of better known
scientists to receive disproportionate credit for a
similar contribution (e.g., “the rich get richer”) was
reviewed by the sociologist of science Robert Merton, a
phenomenon he named the Matthew Effect ().
Whether the rising tensions between them arose from
concerns about credit or other factors, in early 
Friedman and Leibel formally agreed to administra-
tively separate their laboratory efforts going forward,
including a plan for each to end their prior roles as co-
investigators on the others RO grants. They agreed
that henceforth each would focus on his independent
research projects, and Friedman would finalize mo-
lecular cloning of ob (). Leibel stepped back from
“the day to day involvement. But he remained in close
contact with Friedman and his staff, who continued to
seek his counsel and advice” (). Friedmanmade clear
his view that authorship on the ob gene identification
paper would be based on his assessment of specific
contributions to the work to be reported in that paper.
Leibel always assumed that despite this agreement,
both he and Bahary would be co-authors on the final
cloning paper ().

Assignment of proper credit for major discoveries,
such as insulin and leptin, is important to individual
scientists involved in the work and to the broader
scientific community. Nevertheless, uncertainties
commonly arise in assigning authorship and credit for
scientific discoveries. These may reflect many factors,
including scientific or personal conflicts among par-
ticipants, contentious aspects of institutional culture,
behaviors linked to credit or potential for financial
reward, disputed facts regarding who did what at what
time and the value of individual contributions, and
ambiguities regarding standards for authorship and
awarding credit. Apportioning credit is especially
complex when involving interdisciplinary teams,
rather than scientists working in isolation, and in
projects of long duration where intermediate steps
may be largely forgotten or discounted while the
“credit-worthy” discovery is recorded in a final
publication.

How has credit for the discovery of leptin been
acknowledged during the past  years? The 
Nature paper is universally regarded as “the ob gene
discovery paper.” Because Friedman is the sole faculty
author and this outcome has not been explicitly
contested, it is not at all surprising that Friedman has

“How has credit for the
discovery of leptin been
acknowledged during the past
24 years?”
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been accorded the credit for cloning of the ob gene.
Several papers recording progress toward that goal,
which had Bahary as first and Leibel as a middle
author, are part of the historical record, but these are
now infrequently referenced in accounts of the dis-
covery of leptin (, , ). Friedman alone directed
several key follow-up studies, including the demon-
stration that replacing the ob gene product leptin in ob/
ob mice lacking it corrected their obesity (). This
result constituted the definitive proof that the Cole-
man hypothesis was correct, and that the ob gene in
fact encoded an adipocyte hormone necessary for
regulation of appetite and body weight.

Awards and patents may serve as additional inputs
to assigning credit for discoveries. Friedman and
Coleman (the latter of whom died in ) have been
co-recipients of many prestigious awards specifically
for their role in leptin’s discovery, including the Shaw
Prize, the Gairdner Award, and the Lasker Award, the
latter in  (). By including Coleman together
with Friedman, these award committees chose to
frame “the discovery” as representing more than the
molecular cloning of the gene. These award com-
mittees, each with their own due diligence and se-
lection panels of scientific luminaries, did not judge
Leibel’s role as meriting similar recognition. Addi-
tionally, in , neither Leibel nor Bahary were
identified by Rockefeller officials and their patent
attorneys as inventors on the patent (). The initial
business agreement with Amgen transferred devel-
opment rights for leptin in exchange for substantial
payments to the institution (Rockefeller and HHMI),
shared with the inventors (). Had leptin become a
successful therapy for obesity, royalty payments would
have been enormous.

Both Friedman and Leibel have had highly suc-
cessful careers and continued to conduct important
research on obesity and leptin biology, albeit with
different emphases and directions. Friedman became a
laboratory head at Rockefeller and has long held an
HHMI position. Leibel left for Columbia University
Medical School, where he is a professor, heads a di-
vision of molecular genetics in the department of
pediatrics, co-directs the Berrie Diabetes Center, and is
the director of the New York Obesity Research Center.

Friedman and Coleman both unquestionably de-
serve the enormous credit they have received for this
discovery, with Friedman recognized as the lead sci-
entist on the molecular cloning of ob. That Friedman
took on this ambitious long-term project to establish
his career was both unusual and deserving of high
praise. However, without diminishing the credit
accorded to Friedman, some have wondered whether
Leibel received the full measure of credit that he
deserved for his substantial contribution. Questions
about relative assignments of credit are notoriously
difficult to resolve. This may require objective
historical research to uncover agreements and

understandings the two scientists might have had, and
critical assessment of Leibel’s role in design and ex-
ecution of the multiyear strategy for mouse breeding
and phenotyping, as well as co-mentorship of key
junior scientists. He worked in partnership with
Friedman for a period of  to  years, while Friedman
led the critical molecular genetic interrogation of
DNA. Perhaps in the future, a historian of science will
dive deeply into the discovery of leptin, as Bliss did for
insulin, seeking to provide greater detail and context
on the people and events that produced this important
discovery. At this point, the discoveries of leptin and
insulin share the fact that collaborators had a falling-
out that, whatever its origins, raised questions about
credit that today are not easily resolved.

The pace of scientific events following the dis-
covery of leptin was, not surprisingly, strikingly dif-
ferent from that for insulin. Because the “discovery” of
leptin was the identification of the gene whose mu-
tation produced the ob/ob mouse, the identification of
the encoded protein leptin was a direct consequence of
the cloning and sequencing of the gene (Table ). This
contrasts with insulin, whose discovery was the re-
producible extraction from pancreas of a chemically
unidentified activity that lowered blood glucose, which
preceded molecular identification of the protein by
 years. Similarly, measurement of leptin levels with
antibodies to the predicted protein was possible within
months of discovery, whereas this took  years for
insulin (Table ). In both cases, these therapies reached
humans remarkably quickly: less than  year for in-
sulin from discovery to first therapy in humans, and
only  years for leptin from cloning to human therapy
() (Table ). Although less rapid than insulin, leptins
first clinical use was rapid by contemporary standards
for the speed of pharmaceutical development. As with
insulin, many questions about leptin have been an-
swered, but  years after its discovery, many more
remain. From the first paper using the term leptin in
 through , , papers have been published
on leptin, with  in  alone.

Therapeutic Impact of Insulin and Leptin

Insulin
From its initial discovery, the therapeutic potential of
insulin was never in doubt. Insulin was life-saving
when administered to patients with what we now
know to be type I diabetes. Although some viewed
insulin as a cure for diabetes, this was surely not the
case. Although saved from death, the life of insulin-
treated people with diabetes was not normalized, ei-
ther on a daily basis, with unpredictable bouts of
hypoglycemia and acidosis, or in the long term, as
chronic complications of diabetes could now become
manifest (). However, the disease’s most immediate
and dramatic implications were forever altered. Over
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time, it became apparent that type  diabetes, the form
usually associated with obesity, was far more prevalent.
Although not necessary for immediate survival in
these patients, insulin therapy reduces both blood
glucose and long-term microvasular complications
(). As the prevalence of obesity has risen during
recent decades, so has the prevalence of type  di-
abetes, and with it the use of insulin. The etiologic role
of b cell autoimmunity in type  diabetes became
evident by the s (), but a prevention or treat-
ment based on this knowledge has yet to emerge. The
incidence of type  diabetes also continues to increase
(), and insulin remains an essential therapy in nearly
all cases.

The effectiveness of insulin therapy has been en-
hanced by both development of novel formulations
and enhanced capacity to monitor blood glucose
levels. Insulin formulations such as neutral protamine
Hagedorn permitted more sustained absorption and
biological actions, highly purified beef and pork in-
sulins reduced inflammatory and allergic responses,
and human insulin became the first recombinant
protein therapeutic (), a major milestone in human
therapeutics. In recent decades, engineering the insulin
sequence has produced analogs with favorable phar-
macokinetics (). More facile systems for self-
administered injection, and insulin pumps, have
also been developed (). Approaches to adminis-
tering insulin without injection through transnasal,
transdermal, or oral routes have been investigated,
but these have not been effective or widely adopted.
A limited number of patients with type  diabetes are
successfully treated by islet cell transplantation ().
The global insulin market was estimated at $
billion in , and it is expected to grow at an
annual rate of %. In the United States, addition to
the . million people with type  diabetes, ~% of
the . million people diagnosed with type  di-
abetes take insulin, half of these together with an oral
agent or other therapy ().

Leptin
Although the initial and quite reasonable hope was
that leptin would become as dramatic a treatment of
obesity as insulin was for diabetes, this has not proven
to be the case. It took several years for this to become
evident, because the few patients with obesity due to
loss-of-function mutations in the leptin gene did in-
deed have dramatic responses to daily injections of
recombinant leptin (). These patients had rapid
reduction in hunger and food intake followed by
sustained loss of excess adipose mass, raising hopes
that leptin therapy might also be effective in humans
with typical obesity. If so, leptin would have become
one of the most important therapeutics of all time.
However, patients with genetically determined com-
plete leptin deficiency are exceedingly rare, and the
latter dream has not been realized.

Early studies in mice () and humans ()
revealed that rather than deficiency or absence of the
hormone, obesity was typically associated with in-
creased circulating concentrations of leptin, generally
proportional to the extent of obesity, although leptin
levels do vary over a substantial range at any given
body mass index (, ). This initially appeared
similar to the situation in type  diabetes, where
obesity, hyperinsulinemia, and insulin resistance
coexisted (). Because in patients with type  diabetes
insulin therapy retained the ability to lower blood
glucose despite hyperinsulinemia and insulin re-
sistance, many hoped that, despite hyperleptinemia,
leptin therapy might be effective in typical obesity
and obesity-associated diabetes. The first indication
to the contrary was when leptin was tested in a
commonly studied mouse model of diet-associated
obesity, and significant antiobesity effects of pe-
ripherally injected leptin were not observed ().
Most importantly, the one large study of leptin
therapy for human obesity, conducted by Amgen,
failed to achieve its therapeutic endpoint for efficacy
in an unselected population with obesity (). As a
result, Amgen abandoned leptin, transferring patent
rights to Amylin, which subsequently passed the
rights to other companies. Aegerion is the company
that today holds rights to the leptin analog
metreleptin. At this time, the worldwide impact of
leptin on the treatment of human obesity is limited
to ~ individuals who receive it for congenital
leptin deficiency, in whom it continues to work extremely
well.

Is it possible that a significant subset of patients
with obesity and relatively low leptin levels have a state
of partial “leptin deficiency” and be responsive to
leptin administration? In a longitudinal study of Pima
Indians with obesity, some of whom gained weight
during a -year period and others who did not, those
who gained weight had relatively lower leptin levels
as a function of fat mass, consistent with the possibility
that raising their leptin levels might have prevented
weight gain (). Recently, data from Amgen’s trials
conducted  years ago have been reanalyzed with that
idea in mind. In this reanalysis, those obese individuals
whose leptin levels were in the lowest th percentile
had statistically significant leptin-induced weight loss
compared with placebo during  weeks; the extent of
weight loss was most clinically relevant in those whose
leptin levels were in the bottom first percentile ().
This raises the exciting possibility that, using low leptin
levels as a biomarker, a leptin analog or other receptor
agonist might be developed as a therapeutic for a
subset of patients with obesity. Given the high prev-
alence of obesity, efficacy of leptin in even a small
subset of obese patients could be an important
therapeutic advance.

Interestingly, another group of patients who
benefit from leptin therapy are those with deficient

“In summary, the therapeutic
trajectories of insulin and
leptin could not, so far, have
been more different.”
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fat mass rather than an excess. The lipodystrophies
are a heterogeneous group of relatively uncommon
disorders in which low leptin levels result from
deficient mass of adipose tissue, the normal source
of circulating leptin (). In these patients, the
combination of deficient adipose mass and low
leptin level promotes metabolic dysfunction, in-
cluding hypertriglyceridemia, severe fatty liver,
insulin resistance, and, in most cases, diabetic
glucose tolerance curves. Leptin therapy produces
major metabolic benefits (), and it is now ap-
proved by the US Food and Drug Administration
for this indication. A recent paper demonstrated that,
in lipodystrophy, the metabolic benefits of leptin
occurred independent of suppression of food in-
take (). In contrast, administration of leptin for
 weeks to patients with obesity and newly di-
agnosed type  diabetes had no effect on either fat
mass or any measure of glucose metabolism or
insulin sensitivity (). In mouse models of type 
diabetes, leptin is surprisingly able to reverse
hyperglycemia independent of insulin therapy
(, ). Possible mechanisms in the mouse
include glucagon suppression, actions on leptin-
responsive hypothalamic neurons, and suppres-
sion of the hypothalamic–pituitary adrenal axis
(–). In a recent study of human patients with
type  diabetes who had suboptimal glycemic
control, metreleptin failed to show an effect to
reduce blood glucose during  to  weeks (). A
modest effect to reduce weight and insulin dose
was observed ().

Future research may eventually identify novel
approaches to broaden the utility of leptin therapy
in obesity. This could involve: identifying sub-
groups of obese patients with reduced leptin levels
as described above; novel approaches to countering
resistance to leptin; or using leptin, not to induce
weight loss, but to maintain it after successful
dieting. Each of these approaches is plausible, al-
though none has yet been successfully developed. It
has been shown that restoring lowered leptin to
normal in humans after stable weight loss has
several physiologic effects expected to promote
resistance to weight regain (). Following massive
weight loss achieved by bariatric surgery or caloric
restriction plus vigorous exercise, leptin levels fall
markedly, and the percentage change in circulating
leptin correlated positively with the suppression of
energy expenditure ().

In summary, the therapeutic trajectories of in-
sulin and leptin could not, so far, have been more
different. Insulin was successful from the outset in a
large group of patients, and its use and effectiveness
have continuously grown. In contrast, leptin’s ther-
apeutic use has, to date, been limited to those with two
disorders, one extremely rare and the other quite
uncommon.

Physiology and Pathophysiology of Insulin
and Leptin

Insulin
In the  years since its discovery, insulin has been
extensively studied, and its physiologic role is well
defined (). Insulin levels rise and fall rapidly in
response to feeding and starvation, and in broadest
terms, changing insulin levels orchestrate the meta-
bolic switch between anabolism and catabolism. The
regulation of insulin secretion and circulating levels is
highly complex, reflecting b cell mass and secretion.
Among the regulators of insulin secretion, glucose is
the most important, but other nutrients (free fatty
acids, amino acids), hormones (GLP-, GIP), and
sympathetic and cholinergic autonomic influences
play important roles in acute regulation of hormone
levels (). The rapid rise of insulin with feeding
promotes uptake and storage of ingested energy in fat
and muscle, and it suppresses hepatic glucose pro-
duction, together keeping postprandial blood glucose
levels from rising excessively. The rapid fall of insulin
with starvation promotes catabolism. Energy stored in
fat is released, and glucose production and release
from the liver increase, together preventing blood
glucose from falling to dangerous levels, thereby
protecting the brain, which requires a continuous
supply. Insulin has actions on many other tissues and
processes, the discussion of which exceeds the scope of
this review.

The molecular basis for insulin action has garnered
enormous attention from thousands of investigators.
Much has been learned about insulin receptors, insulin
receptor substrates, and the downstream signaling and
effector pathways that together account for the totality
of insulin action (). Because resistance to insulin
action on various organs and pathways characterizes
type  diabetes, and together with inadequate com-
pensatory insulin secretion drives its pathogenesis,
many studies have sought mechanistic explanations
for insulin resistance. Some components of insulin
resistance appear to be inherited (), and some de-
velop later in life. The genes responsible for the
heritable component of insulin resistance in typical
type  diabetes are, perhaps surprisingly, still largely
unidentified (). Functionally significant variation in
genes encoding the canonical signaling components
(e.g., insulin receptors, insulin receptor substrates, Akt)
have been identified in severe inherited insulin re-
sistance, and, although extremely rare, they have been
quite informative (, ). Many defects in target cells
of diabetic patients have been identified, including
reduced receptor density, reduced expression and
translocation of glucose transporters, and alterations
in diverse signaling pathways (). Surprisingly, it is
still uncertain which of these are most responsible for
the insulin resistance in type  diabetes, and exactly
how and when in the course of disease these pathways
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become altered. A number of new therapies have been
developed for diabetes, but despite the optimistic
narratives of thousands of grant proposals, none has
arisen through targeted pharmacologic efforts to
counter specific molecular mediators of insulin re-
sistance. Metformin, which does lower hepatic glucose
output and thereby improves diabetic control, does so
without directly improving insulin signaling ().

Leptin
In the  years since its discovery, the physiology and
mechanisms of leptin action have also been the subject
of substantial investigation. Both leptin and insulin play
key roles in signaling the physiologic transition from
energy sufficiency to deficient energy/starvation, but the
processes regulated by these hormones and the time
courses on which they operate differ. Unlike insulin,
which rises rapidly after meals, leptin levels rise grad-
ually in proportion to increasing fat mass. The factors
responsible for this regulation are largely at the level of
adipocyte leptin mRNA expression. Among the factors
shown to regulate leptin expression are glucocorticoids,
insulin, and b adrenergic receptors (–). The fall in
leptin levels with fasting occurs over a period of hours
and signals starvation to the brain, where leptin-
sensitive neurons in the hypothalamus and hindbrain
initiate homeostatic responses, including hunger and
reduced energy expenditure. A role for proopiomela-
nocortin neurons and the sympathetic nervous system
via the inhibitory adrenergic receptor ADRAA has
recently been described in the fasting-induced fall of
leptin (). Falling leptin suppresses several energy-
consuming physiological processes regulated by the
neuroendocrine system, including reproduction, thy-
roid function, and sympathetic autonomic activity ().
These consequences of low leptin are predicted to
extend survival by preserving energy stores when energy
is scarce (). When energy intake is restored, leptin
levels rise, signaling reversal of these homeostatic ad-
aptations. The physiologic consequences of low leptin
levels have been demonstrated in both rodents and
humans (, , ). Although much has been learned
about the neural and effector pathways downstream of
leptin receptors that mediate these changes (), much
remains to be discovered. Reflecting the physiologic
parallels between the two hormones, some actions of
insulin on the brain related to energy balance overlap
with those of leptin and may be mediated by similar
pathways ().

That changing leptin levels signal the switch be-
tween starvation and energy sufficiency is now well
established. Upon its discovery, it was extremely
reasonable to expect that further increases in leptin
levels occurring with “excess adiposity” might further
suppress appetite and increase energy expenditure,
thereby serving as a physiologic “lipostatic” signal to
resist obesity (). Consistent with the initial element
of this hypothesis, leptin levels do rise as adiposity

increases. Because hyperleptinemic obese individuals
are much less obese than those completely lacking
leptin or its receptor, it is evident that elevated leptin
levels in typical obesity do continue to mediate leptin
action on energy balance pathways. However, do the
higher leptin levels in obesity suppress appetite and
increase energy expenditure to a greater extent than do
merely “sufficient” leptin levels? What is clear is that
endogenous hyperleptinemia in obesity does not
suppress appetite and/or increase energy expenditure
sufficient to restore these individuals to “normal
weight.” This is not only true for endogenous
hyperleptinemia; further increasing leptin levels with
recombinant leptin did not reduce adiposity signifi-
cantly in most obese individuals (). As stated
above, a minority of obese individuals who produce
less leptin as their fat mass expands may have clinically
useful responses to leptin supplementation ().
Further research to identify the molecular basis for
relatively low leptin levels and to demonstrate clinical
leptin responsiveness of this subgroup and others will
be awaited with interest. Overall, in most individuals
with obesity, leptin’s action to suppress appetite and
increase energy expenditure seems to “saturate” well
before the high levels observed in their blood (Fig. ).

In this regard, the shape of in vivo dose-response
curves for leptin and insulin appear to diverge, es-
pecially at elevated hormone levels. Let us first ex-
amine the dose-response curve for insulin action on
glucose metabolism. Insulin action to enhance glucose
uptake into muscle and fat increases as insulin rises
within the physiologic range, as occurs after meals ().
However, when levels are further increased with ex-
ogenous insulin, these pathways are further stimulated,
which may readily cause hypoglycemia (). The
ability of “supraphysiologic hormone levels” to pro-
duce “excess action” beyond homeostatic needs
characterizes most hormone systems, accounting for
diseases and states of excess hormone action, whether
arising from dysregulated endogenous overproduction
or exogenous administration.

In the case of leptin, the biologic dose-response
curve for suppressing hunger and increasing energy
expenditure exists within a fairly narrow range, tran-
sitioning between a state of energy insufficiency with
low leptin levels and energy sufficiency evoked by
modestly higher levels (Fig. ). That further increases in
leptin can cause supraphysiologic actions (e.g., marked
suppression of appetite and/or further enhanced energy
expenditure, together sufficient to cause pathologically
excessive weight loss) has been suggested by studies of
normal mice infused with leptin (), but this has yet to
be clearly demonstrated via physiologic experiments in
humans (). This narrow dose-response pattern, at
least in most humans, has major implications for
leptin physiology and obesity. It would be impor-
tant for future experiments to determine whether
supraphysiologic leptin levels can cause marked and

“That changing leptin levels
signal the switch between
starvation and energy
sufficiency is now well
established.”
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sustained suppression of appetite and dysfunctional
weight loss in a subpopulation of humans. If this
occurred, it might be predicted to be in those in-
dividuals who easily resist obesity, consistent with
these individuals having a robust lipostatic function of
the hormone, as initially hypothesized () (Fig. ). A
narrow dose-response and quick saturation for leptin
action may have resulted from evolutionary forces, as
strong resistance to energy storage when food is
abundant might be expected to have reduced fitness
during periods of food insufficiency (). Whether this
evolutionary explanation is true or not, identification
of mechanisms by which leptin physiologic action
becomes saturated at relatively low leptin levels might
suggest therapeutic approaches to enhancing leptin
action to treat obesity. Two categories of potential
mechanisms may be considered. In one, leptin action
pathways inherently saturate over a narrow hormone
range, beyond which further response is impossible.
This could result from fully saturated receptor oc-
cupancy, or to rate-limiting steps downstream in
signaling or effector pathways. As stated above, most
hormones are associated with disease states of both
deficiency and excess action. Having a dose-response
curve that precludes supraphysiologic hormone levels
from causing “excessive” hormone action is very
uncommon in endocrine systems.

A second mechanism for leptin resistance could
involve induction, as leptin levels rise, of one or more
active inhibitors of leptin action within target cells, or
further downstream in neuronal pathways. One such
inhibitor that has been identified is suppressor of

cytokine signaling suppressor of cytokine signaling
(SOCS) (, ). Biochemical and genetic evidence in
mice suggests this leptin-induced inhibitor of leptin
signaling limits the ability of high leptin levels to
prevent obesity (). Parenthetically, SOCS proteins
have also been shown to inhibit insulin signaling ().
Because key leptin signaling events take place in re-
stricted cell types in the hypothalamus, it has been
difficult to resolve the role of this or other molecules in
clinical “leptin resistance.” Pharmacologic SOCS in-
hibitors capable of enhancing leptin action have not
been developed, and genetic evidence that SOCS or
other molecules cause leptin resistance in human
obesity has also not been reported.

Two final points about leptin physiology deserve
comment. Unlike insulin, where physiologic and bio-
chemical dose-response curves have been extensively
characterized in vitro and in vivo in animals and
humans, in vivo physiologic dose responses to leptin in
nonobese and obese animals and humans are very
limited. There may be several reasons for this. The first
is technical. Many insulin actions are quantitatively
reflected in easily measured blood metabolites, and
major target tissues are accessible for sampling to assess
signaling. In contrast, leptin actions are complex and
slower to develop, less readily quantified, and critical
central nervous system sites of action are hard to
sample, especially in humans. A second reason reflects
the approach to early clinical development efforts.
Unlike insulin, an approved drug that has been widely
available for study, the company responsible for leptin’s
early development made limited amounts available for

Figure 2. Relationships between serum leptin levels and leptin action. The major effects of changing leptin levels on leptin physiologic
actions occur between (A) the low levels seen with food restriction or starvation and (B) the rising levels seen with refeeding. Low levels
cause increased hunger, decreased energy expenditure, and suppression of the reproductive and thyroid axes and sympathetic nervous
system activity. As levels rise with refeeding, hunger diminishes, sympathetic nervous system activity rises, and reproductive and thyroid
axes return to normal. (C) With overfeeding, there are two possible patterns for leptin responsiveness. (D) In one, rising leptin serves as
a lipostatic signal, acting on hypothalamic centers to further suppress hunger and/or increase sympathetic activity, reducing weight,
limiting obesity, and lowering leptin levels. (E) In the other pattern, which is more common, leptin levels rise further, reflecting fat mass as
obesity progresses, but these higher leptin levels exert little or no additional effect to suppress hunger or enhance sympathetic activity to
resist obesity. [©2019 Illustration Presentation ENDOCRINE SOCIETY]
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investigator-initiated studies, perhaps out of concern
that an adverse event could delay its commercial de-
velopment path. Once the pivotal trial for obesity was
declared a failure, the availability of leptin, and both its
funding for and interest in its study, rapidly diminished.

Despite this disappointing outcome, there are
reasons for optimism. As stated above, it may be
possible to identify leptin-responsive subsets within
the obese population, or to develop new approaches to
enhancing the efficacy of the molecule, including
coadministration with other hormones (). Despite
the evolutionary perspective that leptin’s physiology
evolved to limit its ability to act as a potent antiobesity
hormone, studies in rodents and humans have pro-
vided evidence that forced overfeeding can indeed
engage physiologic pathways that resist obesity ().
One very recent study suggests that the marked
suppression of appetite that follows forced overfeeding
of mice cannot be due to leptin (). Another study
suggests that an as yet unidentified “gravitostat” signal
independent of leptin regulates energy balance by
sensing body weight (). If one or more such
hormones existed, understanding their role in phys-
iology and disease might offer approaches to obesity
treatment that leptin has so far not provided.

Conclusion

Insulin and leptin, discovered  and  years ago,
respectively, are two central hormones of metabolic
physiology. They play key roles in signaling and or-
chestrating the transition between the fed and the
starved or underfed states, although their respective
physiologic roles are distinct. Their discoveries fun-
damentally changed our understanding of diabetes
and obesity, two prevalent diseases.

Insulin may have been the more surprising of
the two discoveries, having occurred at a time when
science and technology were barely able to con-
vincingly support the conclusion that a novel “in-
ternal secretion” had been discovered. It took a
generation or more from “discovery” to elucidation of
its structure and the first measurement of its levels
in blood. Nevertheless, insulins discovery produced,
with remarkable speed, a dramatically effective
therapy for an important and increasingly prevalent
disease. More broadly, insulin research has been a
catalyst for the field of endocrinology. This includes
the first characterization of a structurally defined
peptide hormone, development of novel approaches to
permit its measurement, path-breaking research to
clarify its action through a plasma membrane receptor
and downstream pathways, clinical development as a
therapeutic with continuously enhanced formula-
tion and purity, and, finally, its development as
a recombinant hormone with diverse therapeutic
analogs.

The two major forms of diabetes, types  and , are
now known to be etiologically distinct disorders. In type
, the b cells that produce insulin are destroyed by
autoimmune attack. In type , the disease results from
tissue resistance to insulin action combined with in-
adequate compensatory hypersecretion. For both type 
and type  diabetes, there has been enormous growth of
knowledge about the responsible pathophysiologic
mechanisms, but this new knowledge has yet to produce
precise definition of the molecular etiologies or treat-
ments capable of reversing the underlying mechanisms.

The discovery of leptin took a completely different
path, beginning with the study of a monogenic model
of severe mouse obesity. Once effective genetic
techniques and strategies were developed, eventual
identification of the ob gene was never in doubt, al-
though success at the outset was hardly assured. This
discovery required great commitment, time, and skill
in a rapidly evolving discipline, as well as teamwork.
Once gene identification was accomplished, the
demonstration that obesity was reversed by replacing
the missing protein in animals (and humans) was a
thrilling confirmation of Coleman’s hypothesis.

However, unlike the enormous clinical impact of
insulin, the impact of leptin as a therapeutic has thus
far been quite limited. Although leptin works bril-
liantly in those few who lack it, it has thus far failed in
the general obese population in which hopes for its
therapeutic efficacy were initially very high. Future
research may expand the therapeutic role for leptin.
Whether that happens or not, research on the neural
circuits responsive to leptin have opened the door to
critically important insights into the brain regulation
of energy balance, now advancing rapidly through new
techniques for precisely mapping and manipulating
brain circuitry. As of now, the discovery of leptin has
taught us more about a powerful peripheral signal that
communicates with central neural energy balance
circuits to signal the switch between starvation and the
fed state than about mechanisms to control body
weight or treat obesity.

The discoveries of both insulin and leptin, although
arising within radically different scientific environ-
ments, reveal the importance of individual scientists
driven by curiosity and ambition who are willing to
pursue complex projects against great odds. These
discoveries also reveal both the critical role of col-
laboration and the challenges to successfully sustaining
collaborations, even when the goals of the work are
fully accomplished. At a time when research is in-
creasingly collaborative and interdisciplinary, we
might now reconsider how the scientific community
acknowledges scientific effort and awards credit for
discovery under these evolving circumstances ().
Whatever the results of such a review, it is clear that
these two discoveries have yielded enormous benefits
both to science and to the fortunate patients whose
lives have been transformed by novel and highly
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effective hormonal therapies. These discoveries will
undoubtedly continue to be celebrated, as they should.
As for the question of scientific credit for these

discoveries, I would go back to the quote from Bliss as
relates to insulin. There should—in the case of both
insulin and leptin—be “glory enough for all” ().
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